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Agenda for Scrutiny Committee
Thursday, 8th April, 2021, 6.00 pm
Members of Scrutiny Committee
Councillors C Brown (Chair), C Pepper, V Ranger (ViceChair), E Rylance, M Chapman, I Chubb,
A Colman, V Johns, O Davey, S Hawkins,
F King, T McCollum, H Parr, B Taylor and
C Wright

Venue:

Online via the Zoom app. All Councillors and
registered speakers will have been sent an
appointment with the meeting link

East Devon District Council
Blackdown House
Border Road
Heathpark Industrial Estate
Honiton
EX14 1EJ
DX 48808 HONITON
Tel: 01404 515616
www.eastdevon.gov.uk

Contact:

Sarah Jenkins, Democratic Services Officer
01395 517406; email
sjenkins@eastdevon.gov.uk
(or group number 01395 517546)
Monday 29th March 2021
Important - this meeting will be conducted online and recorded by Zoom only.
Please do not attend Blackdown House.
Members are asked to follow the Protocol for Remote Meetings
This meeting is being recorded by EDDC for subsequent publication on the Council’s
website and will be streamed live to the Council’s Youtube Channel at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmNHQruge3LVI4hcgRnbwBw
Public speakers are now required to register to speak – for more information please use
the following link: https://eastdevon.gov.uk/council-and-democracy/have-your-say-atmeetings/all-other-virtual-public-meetings/#article-content
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Public speaking
Information on public speaking is available online

2

Minutes of the previous meeting (Pages 3 - 11)

3

Apologies

4

Declarations of interest
Guidance is available online to Councillors and co-opted members on making
declarations of interest

5

Matters of urgency
Information on matters of urgency is available online

6

Confidential/exempt item(s)
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
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To agree any items to be dealt with after the public (including the press) have
been excluded. There are no items which officers recommend should be dealt
with in this way.
7

Decisions made by Cabinet (including Portfolio Holders) called in by Members
for scrutiny in accordance with the Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules
(Pages 12 - 18)
Call-in of decision of Portfolio Holder for Coast, Country and Environment
of 16 March 2021 (Portfolio Holder report of February 2021 refers), in
accordance with paragraph 15 of Part 4.5 of the Overview and Scrutiny
procedure rules in the East Devon District Council Constitution.
Decision of Environment Portfolio Holder on 16 March 2021 refers:
Request to set out any proposed price increase for beach huts and beach
hut sites for the forthcoming season /financial year 2021 – 22.
Members to consider the call-in relating to the decision that the council agrees to
no longer provide short term lets in Budleigh via the TIC and offer them as
EDDC sites for long term rental.
Call-in proposed by Councillor Alan Dent; Supported by Councillors Colin Brown
(Chair of Scrutiny Committee), Maddy Chapman, Bruce de Saram, Paul Jarvis
and Tom Wright.
The Portfolio Holder report is included within the Agenda together with a briefing
paper.

8

Quarterly Monitoring of Performance - Quarter 3 2020 - 21 (Pages 19 - 28)

9

Forward Plan (Pages 29 - 33)
Proposal forms received:
1. The production of the Local Plan 2013-31 and Goodmores Farm
2. Playing Pitch Strategy

Decision making and equalities

For a copy of this agenda in large print, please contact the Democratic
Services Team on 01395 517546
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Agenda Item 2
EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL
Minutes of the meeting of Scrutiny Committee held at Online via the Zoom
app on 4 March 2021
Attendance list at end of document
The meeting started at 6.00 pm and ended at 9.07 pm

131

Public speaking
There were no members of the public wishing to speak

132

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of Scrutiny Committee held on 4 February 2021 were confirmed as a true
record.
Members noted that the figure stated in minute 128, the supplementary question to
question 9 was incorrect. The Chair read out a statement on behalf of the Service Lead
– Streetscene stating that the costs to East Devon District Council was closer to £75,000
and not £250,000 advising it was a joint beach management plan covering Dawlish and
Sidmouth, led by the Environment Agency.

133

Declarations of interest
Minute 137. Report on staff morale.
Councillor Ian Hall, Personal, Member of GMB Union.
Minute 137. Report on staff morale.
Councillor John Loudoun, Personal, Receives a pension from Unison.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Andrew Colman, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Chris Wright, Personal, Director of Exmouth Rugby Club, a tenant of East
Devon District Council.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Iain Chubb, Personal, Devon County Councillor.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Olly Davey, Personal, Exmouth Town Councillor.
Minute 139. Forward Plan.
Councillor Vicky Johns, Personal, Ottery St Mary Town Councillor.

134

Matters of urgency
There were no matters of urgency.

135

Confidential/exempt item(s)
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There were no confidential/exempt items.
136

Decisions made by Cabinet called in by Members for scrutiny in
accordance with the Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules
There were no items called-in.

137

Report on staff morale
The Chair welcomed Mark Everdon from Unison to assist Members with their
discussions and reminded Members that discussions of employment matters including
staff morale should remain general and individuals should not be identified in any way.
The Chief Executive addressed the reasons for the report which followed expressions of
concerns made by Committee Members and said in response to those concerns a Health
and Safety survey was undertaken of all staff over a 10 day period. Members noted 67%
of staff had responded. In response to queries raised by Members about the choice of
survey the Chief Executive confirmed it was a recommended form of survey with a
proven methodology for analysing work related stress focusing on the last six months at
work.
He asked Members to be mindful when considering recommendations, advising that he
had a duty of care and a legal obligation to keep all employees safe from harm and
addressed the difficulty of fulfilling his duty and obligation when the harm resulted from
Members behaviour towards staff.
The Chief Executive gave a detailed overview of his report and referred Members to the
LGA Peer Review report and the Investors in People report. He felt it was important to
note that both reports were independent external validations of the quality of this
organisation and that this was very important to staff morale.
Members noted the key issues identified in the survey included:
 Staff morale/sickness during Covid-19 - challenges of homeworking, work load,
depression and stress and anxiety.
 An overall increase of 66% in all absences related to depression and stress during
April 2020 to January 2021 compared to the same period of the previous year.
 42 employees (8.4% of the workforce) had given depression or stress as the
reason for absence.
 6% of employees in the last six months had experienced bullying and 11% had
seldom been bullied.
 38% of employees had stated they were seldom, sometimes, often or always
subject to personal harassment in the form of unkind words or behaviour.
 The two lowest scores related to demand and change which included:
 Having to work intensively.
 Having to work very fast.
 Having to neglect some tasks.
 Different groups demanding things that are hard to combine.
 Priority for further assessment was required in Housing, Streetscene and Planning
Departments.
 Appendix 3 comprised of a total of 164 employees leaving comments.
 The most positive comments included:
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 Colleagues / my team is supportive.
 My Manager i supportive.
The most common negative comments included:
 Our already large workload has increased significantly recently / my / my
team’s workload is overwhelming / too large.
 We need more staff / previous staff or managers have left and not been
replaced.
 Conduct of some Councillors.
 Home schooling children and working is hugely stressful.
The Chief Executive reminded Members that the Council had regularly carried out staff
surveys and that the results had always been treated with respect to help build up a
picture of a hard-working organisation and a well-earned reputation as a good employer.
He asked Members to consider:
 The number of issues raised in the latest survey as he felt it was clear that
depression, stress and anxiety amongst staff was a concern and said he was in
no doubt Officers were continuing to work whist being depressed or otherwise
impacted.
 The issues related to workload and staff absences to help understand and
prioritise these workloads.
 Impact on staff (mainly managers) of a change of political culture and the working
environment.
The Chief Executive, felt from his own personal perspective, it was very hard to maintain
a high sense of morale and motivate for his staff because of what he had experienced
from the issues that had been highlighted in the survey and drew Members attention to
the Member / Officer protocol in the Member Code of Conduct.
Finally, he asked Members to consider the Council’s future reputation as a good
employer and the possible legal liabilities in terms of employment based claims as to
whether the changes that had been experienced over the last six months were temporary
changes or permanent.
The Chair invited Mark Everdon from Unison to speak.
Mark Everdon representing Unison gave an overview of his role as a Regional Organiser
for Unison working with employers on stress, mental health issues within the workplace
and outlined to Members about how to deal with these issues and what happens if they
were not dealt with highlighting the impact of cost implications of sick absences,
productivity issues within the workplace, turnover of staff and loss of experience within
the workplace.
Before questions and debate commenced, the Chair reminded Non-Committee Members
that they were not able to recommend any motions nor should they name individuals.
Comments and questions raised by Non-Committee Members and responses from the
Chief Executive and Mark Everdon including:
 The Portfolio Holder for Council and Corporate Co-ordination said he took the
survey very seriously as it was a snapshot and indicator of staff concerns and
advised Members it was not a political tool and should not be dealt with in a
partisan way. He felt it should be set against the backdrop of the pandemic which
clearly had an impact.
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He drew Members attention to the negative comments in Appendix 3 about the
new Councillors / new political leadership. He said it was a broad phrase used to
collect comments made by staff relating to some or possibly all Members and felt
that the term ‘new members’ could apply to any new member in all the political
group. He referred to the new political leadership being Cabinet and the broader
leadership of the ruling group and the recognition for the need to all look at what
we are doing, the implications of what we are doing and how we need to change
and asked for each group leader to look at their group also. He invited the Chief
Executive to go away with his SMT to look at the detail to be done to support staff
and come back to Scrutiny to give an update and said he was happy to work with
the Chief Executive and SMT as Portfolio Holder.
Clarification sought on whether this Council’s rate was with the national norm in
terms of sickness / absence. Mr Everdon commented that he was not able to
answer the question as he did not know the sick absence rate but highlighted the
need to look at the rise that was happening and whether it was different to the
previous year. The Chief Executive drew Members attention to the 66% increase
in staff absence being attributed to depression, stress and anxiety.
Clarification sought on whether this Council’s levels of stress and mental health
was above or below experienced in other councils. Mr Everdon commented that
stress was unique to each council and could not be compared to other councils.
From an organisational wellbeing point of view it’s been on a downward trajectory
for quite a few months.
Concerns raised that Members do not listen or draw on the experiences of their
officers.
As Members we need to carefully look at our Code of Conduct, understand what
the issues are, understand why things are going wrong and try and do something
about it.
The need to develop an action plan for the Council’s future direction.
In September 2019 the LGA Peer Review described this council as an
organisation with a hard-working and committed work force and staff morale has
always been high achieving gold and platinum level standards. The February
2021 shows that staff morale has disappeared replaced by depression, stress and
anxiety amongst staff brought on by additional pressures resulting from changing
political behaviours, uncertain organisational direction and a more interfering
approach to operational matters.
The February 2021 survey shows we now have an inappropriate working
environment and a blame culture with officers increasingly fearful to do their jobs.
Concerns raised about inadequate equipment for members of staff to work from
home. In response the Chief Executive advised all members of staff working from
home are required to carry out an online safe workplace assessment.
The data on absence increases caused by depression, stress and anxiety are
serious and cannot be left to go with mitigation and resolution.
The ICT should be made more reliable to ensure that working from home is made
as pleasant as possible and a suggestion was made to assess the evidence in
appendix one.
Working as a team working together with common objectives, common goals to
serve the residents of East Devon to the best of our ability.
There would be quite a lot of people with the same responses as the survey who
have experienced general anxiety felt during the second lockdown including
anxiety about job insecurities.
A suggestion to hold more regular surveys to understand where things are going
and to hear what officer have to say.
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It is clear from the survey that the stress has been caused by the new
administration and the mistreating of officers.
The role of the Leader is to take charge and be responsible for all councillors
across the Council regardless of political party. We need to stop micro-managing
of officers.
The recognition of many other factors influencing morale which needs to be
addressed.
The most upsetting and serious claims stem from the change of administration
last year.
Does the Leader accept the outcome of the report and agree that it is totally
unaccepted that 7 staff members say they are being bullied, intimidated and
harassed. Does the Leader agree that as Leader he is totally responsible for the
deplorable actions of his administration and consider his position? The Leader
commented that it had been the most challenging times for local government in
our history and could not be more proud of our staff and officers. He raised
concerns that the focus of the meeting had been on the path of the report which
had a political element to it and said correlation is not causation. He referred to
new councillors being Conservatives, Cranbrook, Liberals, Greens, Independents,
Independent Progressive Group and East Devon Alliance and there was no proof
or indication from where any problems are coming and replied a blanket no to all
the questions raised.
Support was shown to the Chief Executive for being open and honest.
Allegations of humours that there had been bullying and harassment of Officers
from Cabinet Members of East Devon District Council and clarification was sought
from the Chief Executive whether this was still affecting the health and wellbeing
of officers and whether the Chief Executive had experienced any harassment or
bullying since the new administration had been put in power following an email
sent by the Chief Executive on 23 October 2020 outlining the treatment by a
Cabinet Member. In response the Chief Executive confirmed bullying was still
on-going and that he had also been personally bullied and advised the core issue
was for all Members to understand the Code of Conduct for Councillors that each
councillor had signed up to and to adhere and uphold those standards expected.
The Chief Executive advised Members that he had personally spoken to a number
of Officers who were off sick with stress as a long term condition and the reason
given was because there was nowhere to go when the issue was Member
behaviour. He said it was an impossible situation for an officer to deal with.

Comments and questions raised by Committee Members and responses from the Chief
Executive and Mark Everdon including:






Support was shown to the Chief Executive for his comprehensive report and his
honesty and sadness was shown for the morale of staff being so low.
Members were reminded about a duty of care to the Chief Executive.
Clarification sought about whether the Chief Executive had kept the menacing
emails online and whether he know who they are from and a suggestion was
made to bring in an outside body to address this. The Chief Executive
commented there would be a record of all the emails received but had not kept a
separate file and advised at this stage to bring in an outside body would be
premature and addressed the reasons why.
Staff have had an extremely difficult year working from home, trying to juggle
home life, home schooling, child care issues and IT issues which is a reflection of
the national mood as well.
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There are lessons for the management and there are lessons for Members to be
learned. Members need to reflect on their own behaviour.
The need to not act defensively and the need to recognise we do have a problem
and to decide how to deal with it.
Suggestion to use the same survey in six months to see if there is an
improvement to make like for like comparisons. The Chief Executive gave
reassurance that the Health and Safety Executive survey was used as a
consequence to what was identified in appendix two.
Suggestion to take some of the main issues and survey down into them.
The survey highlighted a lot of officers were feeling overloaded with work.
Clarification should whether the same survey would be used in the future. In
response the Chief Executive confirmed for consistency purposes the same
survey would be used.
It would be good to obtain information across the sector to compare sickness
levels and stress with other industries. In response the Chief Executive confirmed
information could be obtained in due course to look at comparisons and
highlighted a key point that as Chief Executive it was his duty to provide a safe
working environment for employees.
Clarification sought on whether the wording on bullying was phrased differently in
the previous survey. The Chief Executive commented that staff morale was worse
and that perceived bullying had been a feature in the most recent survey.
Suggestion to receive feedback and engagement from the next stage so that
Members can understand what they can do to make things better.
Clarification sought on whether there were additional resources to assist SMT and
Managers.
Suggestion to introduce mandatory Code of Conduct training. In response the
Strategic Lead – Governance and Licensing and Monitoring Officer advised that
following the May 2019 elections it was a mandatory requirement for all
Councillors to undertake Code of Conduct training and highlighted the difference
of reading it and having it in practice.
Bullying is not accepted and had been highlighted at the Peer Review to improve
Officer / Member relationships.
It is not acceptable that 5% of the entire workforce mention bullying but must
remember that 95% did not mention it.
The need to treat officers with respect.

It was proposed by Councillor Parr, seconded by Cllr Chapman that:
1. The Chief Executive be thanked for his for his very thorough and comprehensive
report.
2. The Administration acknowledges the serious problem of decline in staff morale,
which if left unresolved will put at risk the Council’s reputation as a good Employer
and also possible legal liabilities in terms of employment based claims.
3. In view of the recent lack of effective enforcement action in the case of a
councillor found to be in breach of 4[a] and 5[h] of the Code of Conduct, the
Administration endorses the Member Code of Conduct and the Member/Officer
Protocol, and states its expectations that effective enforcement action is taken in
the future, where breaches of the Codes occur.
4. The Scrutiny Committee invites Councillors Arnott, Loudoun and Gardner to
attend a meeting of the Committee to be arranged at the earliest opportunity to
address the matters in the report of the Chief Executive, and say how they intend
to deal with this most serious problem. This should include requesting the Chief
Executive undertakes more regular staff surveys to monitor progress and if
necessary involves an outside agency.
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The Committee resolved that there should be a recorded vote.
The above motion failed following a recorded vote as follows:
Councillor Brown
Councillor Ranger
Councillor Chapman
Councillor Chubb
Councillor Colman
Councillor Davey
Councillor Hawkins
Councillor Johns
Councillor King
Councillor McCollum
Councillor Parr
Councillor Rylance
Councillor Taylor
Councillor Wright

For
Against
For
For
Against
Against
Against
Against
Against
Against
For
Against
Against
For

The following was proposed by Councillor Ranger and seconded by Councillor King.
That the Committee:
1.
Thanks the Chief Executive for his report.
2.
Asks the Chief Executive to undertake a follow up staff survey at a suitable future
point.
3.
Requests the Chief Executive to discuss this survey data with staff representatives
and to feedback to the Portfolio Holder for Council & Corporate Co-ordination the
outcome and actions resulting from that engagement to form an action plan.
4.
Recommends that the Chief Executive, Members of the SMT and the Portfolio
Holder for Council & Corporate Co-ordination discuss this survey data, and any
other relevant information, and identify what actions are necessary to address the
four key broad sets of issues identified within this report at Appendix 3 –
(i) Workload, staffing shortages / vacancies and management support for staff;
(ii) Home working and staff isolation;
(iii) Member conduct with staff;
(iv) Staff communications.
5.
Ask the Chief Executive to update this Committee in light of the completion of the
above four recommendations.
The Committee resolved that there should be a recorded vote.
The above proposal was carried on a recorded vote as follows:
Councillor Brown
Councillor Ranger
Councillor Chapman
Councillor Chubb
Councillor Colman
Councillor Davey
Councillor Hawkins
Councillor Johns
Councillor King
Councillor McCollum

Against
For
Against
Against
For
For
For
For
For
For
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Councillor Parr
Councillor Rylance
Councillor Taylor
Councillor Wright

Against
For
For
Against

RESOLVED:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

138

That the Chief Executive was thanked for his report.
That the Chief Executive undertake a follow up staff survey at a suitable future point.
That the Chief Executive discusses this survey data with the staff representatives and to
feedback to the Portfolio Holder for Council and Corporate Co-ordination the outcome and
actions resulting from the engagement to form an action plan.
That the Chief Executive. Members of the SMT and the Portfolio Holder for Council and
Corporate Co-ordination discuss this survey data, and any other relevant information, and
identify what actions are necessary to address the four key broad sets of issues identified
within this report at Appendix 3 –
(i)
Workload, staffing shortages/vacancies and management support for staff;
(ii) Home working and staff isolation;
(iii) Member conduct with staff;
(iv) Staff communications.
That the Chief Executive updates this Committee in light of the completion of the above
four recommendations.

Quarterly Monitoring of Performance - Quarter 3 2020-21
Members agreed to postpone this item until the next meeting.

139

Forward Plan
Members agreed to postpone this item until the next meeting.

Attendance List
Councillors present:
C Brown (Chair)
V Ranger (Vice-Chair)
E Rylance
M Chapman
I Chubb
A Colman
V Johns
O Davey
S Hawkins
F King
T McCollum
H Parr
B Taylor
C Wright
Councillors also present (for some or all the meeting)
F Caygill
M Allen
M Armstrong
P Arnott
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J Bailey
D Bickley
K Blakey
K Bloxham
S Bond
G Jung
S Chamberlain
B De Saram
A Dent
P Faithfull
I Hall
M Hartnell
P Hayward
N Hookway
B Ingham
S Jackson
P Jarvis
D Key
D Ledger
J Loudoun
A Moulding
G Pook
G Pratt
M Rixson
J Rowland
P Skinner
I Thomas
P Twiss
J Whibley
T Woodward
T Wright
Officers in attendance:
Henry Gordon Lennox, Strategic Lead Governance and Licensing
Wendy Harris, Democratic Services Officer
Susan Howl, Democratic Services Manager
Sarah Jenkins, Democratic Services Officer
Anita Williams, Principal Solicitor (and Deputy Monitoring Officer)
Mark Williams, Chief Executive
Councillor apologies:
Non-Committee Member:
P Millar

Chairman

Date:
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Briefing Paper – Budleigh Salterton Beach Hut Provision

Overview
In this year’s Portfolio holder report Streetscene recommended that EDDC no longer
provide short term lets via the Budleigh Tourist Information Centre but offer them as EDDC
pitches for seasonal rental instead. EDDC has had no contact at all from Budleigh TIC since
6th March 2020. Shortly after this time EDDC heard through word of mouth that the
Budleigh TIC was closing down indefinitely due to the pandemic. To this date Streetscene
have not been notified that Budleigh TIC are operating again in any capacity.

Brief background
EDDC has historically provided 6 large and 6 small beach huts to the Budleigh TIC so that
they could offer visitors a daily or weekly beach hut rental. The last time this operated was
in the 2019 season where EDDC earned a revenue of £9818.23, with Budleigh TIC taking a
commission rate of £1,762.04 (circa 15%). At this time EDDC had their own dry storage
facility for the huts during the off season but this is no longer available. There is no formal
agreement or lease in place between EDDC and Budleigh TIC.
The TIC in recent years have increased the offering of seasonal rentals which was not only
against the idea of the arrangement but also was a way for residents to circumnavigate
EDDC’s waiting list for seasonal huts. For context, 5 of the 12 huts in the 2019 season were
rented out as seasonal huts. Streetscene made a request to the TIC in March 2020 prior to
the season to no longer take seasonal bookings but were told that they had already made
commitments to tenants for the season ahead. Shortly after this Streetscene heard that the
TIC had closed down and this was the last communication we have had from them to date.

Reasons for Recommendations
1. The EDDC owned huts are in a dilapidated state and upon inspection during 2020 it
was decided that they are no longer fit for purpose to rent to the general public. The
cost to replace the 12 huts would cost EDDC Circa £13-£14k. The cheapest quotation
was £13,584 (Nov 20).
2. EDDC are currently storing the 12 huts in Warren view sports ground due to a lack of
dry storage facilities to site them during the winter. Warren view sports ground will
not be available from June 2021 due to new tenants taking over the facility. The cost
for winter dry storage for the beach huts will cost EDDC circa £3600 - £4200. The
cheapest quotation was £3600 (Nov 2020).

3. EDDC currently have to install and take down the huts at the beginning and end of
the season which has an impact on the limited resources within the operational
team. To pay for this service, if carried out externally by contractors, the cost would
be an additional £800 on top of the £3600 storage cost.
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4. We have a current waiting list of 413 Budleigh alone. This shows there is a real
shortage of seasonal beach hut pitches in East Devon and the demand far outweighs
the supply. By returning the former TIC site to EDDC seasonal pitches. EDDC will
generate and annual income of £5183.30 with the only overheads being
administration and provide much needed seasonal pitches for residents. In contrast
if EDDC were to pursue with the short term let option, through the TIC an initial
outlay of £13,584 would be needed to replace the huts and would only return a
variable income, depending on the success of the season (set out below).

Cost Analysis
EDDC 10 x Seasonal Huts
Total Annual Income

£5183.30

Based on full season occupancy.
Plus administration overheads

£9818.00

Net revenue. Based on 2019 income

-£4200

Annual storage, erection & dismantling

-£1358.50

Annual depreciation cost of huts (based
on a 10 year lifespan.

£4,259.50

Based on 2019 income.
Plus maintenance costs, administration
and variable income

EDDC/TIC Short Term Huts

Total Annual Income

3.2
The short term lets income can vary each year, depending how busy they are, in
2019 we generated £9818.00. Additional resource was needed to keep the huts maintained,
erect and dismantle each year and in addition the administration was more time consuming
for our business support officer.

Brief Summary
EDDC made the recommendation in the Portfolio holder report based on a sound financial
and resource standpoint but also because the TIC were letting out 40% of the huts
seasonally. EDDC were not aware that the TIC were running anymore due to no contact or
correspondence since March 2020 and as far as we were aware the TIC remains shut.
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Request for Portfolio Holder Decision

Portfolio Holder Coast, Country and
Environment
Report to:

Date February 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release .
Price Increases for Beach Huts and Beach Hut Sites 2021-2022
.
Report summary:
The purpose of this report is to set out any proposed price increases for Beach Huts and Beach Hut
Sites for the forthcoming season/ financial year 2021-22.
Recommendation:
1. In light of the unprecedented situation in 2020, and to aid Covid 19
recovery, we propose that no increase is imposed this year.
2. In Budleigh, no longer provide short term lets via the TIC and offer them
as EDDC sites for long term rental.
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a) Reasons for Recommendation
As many of our tenants have struggled with finances during 2020 we have frozen our prices
at the 2020-21 level.
The huts we use for the short term lets in Budleigh are in dire need of renewing, this has
significant cost implications for the council. By turning the short term lets into sites, we will be
saving money, generating a constant income and reducing our waiting lists.
We feel this is a reasonable approach to managing the beach hut sites and is fair to all our
council tax payers.
b) Alternative Options
Increase rental charges.
Invest in repairing TIC huts, to continue to offer short term lets
c) Risk Considerations
. There may be objection from the public. This has not proved significant in previous years
and nearly everywhere waiting lists remain high.
d) Policy and Budgetary Considerations
It is the Council’s policy to review the beach hut and beach hut site rentals each year.
e) Date for Review of Decision
The date of the next review will be January 2022.
f)

Date by which the Decision of the Portfolio Holder is required
February 2021

Officer: Andrew Hancock, Service Lead, Streetscene
Financial implications:
The financial implications of the proposed prices increases are contained in the body of the
report.
Legal implications:
There are no comments from Legal Services, arising from this report.
Equalities impact Low Impact
.
Climate change .
Risk: Low Risk;.
Links to background information .
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
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☐ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☐ Outstanding Council and Council Services
1. The charges for the Council’s beach huts and beach hut sites are normally increased on April
1st every year.
2. Freeze rental charges for 2021-22.
3. We wish to no longer offer short term lets at Budleigh, this is mainly due to the huts needing
repairs and the cost of having to pay for storage for each hut.
3.1

By offering the short term lets as site, we will receive an income of £5817.42 per year if all
hut are let. By offering additional sites, we will also help to reduce the current waiting list.

3.2 The short term lets income can vary each year, depending how busy they are, in 2019 we
generated £9818.00. There was also a lot of Operative time used, as we had one team
and our maintenance technician putting up the huts at the start of the season, and
removing them at the end of the season, this cost has not been accounted for.
3.3 If we were to continue to offer short term lets, we would have to invest in new beach huts.
We contacted lots of companies for quotes, however only received 4 reply’s. The quotes
are:
Tobys Sheds - £15,456
CP Sheds - £13.584
Sheds Direct - £15,408
Precision Decking – Could not match quotes
3.4 If we were to continue to offer short term lets we would have to pay for storage and
account for Operative time, if we set up and took the down the huts in house at the start
and end of season. Quotes for 2021 are:
Exmouth Indoor Storage - £3,600
Budleigh Indoor Storage - £2,700 for dry storage only
Budleigh Indoor Storage - £4,200 for take down, dry storage and set up (preferred option
to save Operative time)
3.5 If we maintained the very variable income from short term lets of £9818.23 and had to pay
for storage, our income would be £5618.23.
Proposed price increases for 2021-22
Location

Beer

Budleigh

Hut/Site

Number
Of
Huts/Site
s

Season
Cost 202021 Ex VAT

Season
Cost 202122 Ex VAT

Site E & W

42

655.76

655.76

27,541.92

Site ES

12

928.46

928.46

11,141.52

Large Site

103

518.33

518.33

53,387.99

Small Site

38

451.24

451.24

17,147.12
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NNDR
To be
confirmed
by the
VOA

Potential
Turnover
2021-22
Exc VAT

Concession
TIC
(Seasonal)
Change to
site for
2021-22
Concession
TIC
(Seasonal)
Change to
site for
2021-22

Exmouth
Chalets

518.33

6 Large

15% com
from
Budleigh
TIC

451.24

6 Small

15% com
from
Budleigh
TIC

20

2192.37

2192.37

Max
15%
com

3109.98

Max
15%
com

2707.44

43,847.40

Exmouth

Brick Hut inc
winter period

68

1063.72

1063.72

72,332.96

Seaton

Site

123

507.51

507.51

62,423.73

24

1084.28

1084.28

26,022.72

Sidmouth

Timber Hut
Seasonal

The above charges for 2021 if maintained, and we approved the TIC huts to turn into sites will
generate a gross income of approximately £319,662.78 and some of this would need to be used for
site preparation and maintenance.

Portfolio Holder’s Decision
(note that under the Constitution this may not be a key decision)
A Portfolio Holder may not take a decision on a matter in which s/he has a disclosable pecuniary
interest (see Code of Conduct) unless the appropriate dispensation has been obtained from the
Monitoring Officer or Standards Committee.
Any conflict of interest of any other member of Cabinet consulted by the Portfolio Holder must be
recorded together with the Head of Paid Service’s dispensation.
Decision: Agreed
Reason: Follows Council Plan Policy
Signed: Cllr Geoff Jung
Date: 16.03.2021
Has a dispensation for disclosable pecuniary interest of Portfolio Holder granted by Monitoring
Officer/Standards Committee?
Choose an option
If yes, please include a copy with this report.
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Is there any conflict of interest* of any other Cabinet Member consulted?
No
If yes, please Click here to give detail of the conflict of interest.
If yes, please also indicate if you have a dispensation granted by Head of Paid Service (Chief
Executive) for that conflict of interest:
Choose an option
If answering yes to a dispensation being granted, please include a copy with this report.
* A conflict of interest can be any interest which conflicts (or may reasonably be perceived to conflict) with that
members’ duty to take decisions only in the public interest in the light of material considerations. It is therefore much
broader than a pecuniary interest. If you are in any doubt, please seek advice from the Democratic Services Team or
the Monitoring Officer.

Office use only
Call-in period begins at Click here to enter date and time.
Call-in period ends at Click here to enter date and time.
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Agenda Item 8
Report to:

Scrutiny Committee

Date of Meeting 4 March 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release N/A

Quarterly monitoring of performance – 3rd quarter 2020/21 October to December 2020
Report summary:
This report provides performance information and progress against our performance indicators
from across the council services.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that Members consider performance against delivery of our key
performance indicators for the 3rd quarter of 2020/21 so that issues can be addressed in a
timely way.
Reason for recommendation:
So that Members can gain a clear view of progress against what we said we would deliver in our
council plan and service plans and deal with performance issues arising.
Officer: Joanne Avery- Management Information Officer – javery@eastdevon.gov.uk
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action
☐ Coast, Country and Environment
☒ Corporate Services and COVID-19 Response and Recovery
☐ Democracy and Transparency
☐ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
☐ Policy Co-ordination and Regional Engagement
☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Financial implications:
There are no direct financial implications
Legal implications:
No legal comments are required.
Equalities impact Low Impact
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If choosing High or Medium level outline the equality considerations here, which should include
any particular adverse impact on people with protected characteristics and actions to mitigate
these. Link to an equalities impact assessment form using the equalities form template.
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Low Risk; A failure to monitor performance may result in customer complaints, poor service
delivery and may compromise the Council’s reputation.
Links to background information
Appendix A – Performance indicator progress Q3
Appendix C - Explanations and definitions.
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☐ Outstanding Place and Environment
☐ Outstanding Homes and Communities
☐ Outstanding Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
☒ Outstanding Council and Council Services

Report in full
Report in full
1. This quarterly report will only be providing details of our performance of our council wide
performance indicators. This quarter will not include performance against our council plan or our
service objectives which are both under review following the change in administration and the
impact of the Covid-19 crisis.

2. Several of our performance indicators are showing on track or variation but five are showing a
status of concern.
Number of households living in temporary accommodation - As a snapshot as of 31.12.20
there are 52 households in temporary accommodation, made up as follows:
 33 in emergency accommodation-B&B or holiday lets (19xsingles and 14xfamilies)
 8 in supported accommodation (Gissage House)
 12 in EDDC sock (4xfamilies and 1xsingle in EDDC properties, 7 singles in HMO)
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1 family in a private sector lease property

The overall figure includes rough sleepers accommodated under a power (3) and rough sleepers
accommodated under severe weather provisions (SWEP)
Working days lost due to sickness absence - A full report evaluating the sickness data for this
year will be produced in April. Well-being advice and wellness courses being promoted through
weekly staff communications.
Percentage of Stage 2 complaints responded to within stated timeframes - This relates to
three complaints exceeding deadline during a very busy period. The reason for delay is down to
workload on the part of the information and complaints team and also other service areas whose
contribution was needed in order to respond to complaints. Where a complaint cannot be
responded to within deadline, we communicate with complainants to explain the reason for delay
and provide an expected response timescale.
Percentage of FOI responded to within the statutory time limits - During this period there was
a problem with the Lagan system and the auto email function which meant that, although our
responses were sent within time limits, the system did not actually send the emails and so some
recipients will not have received their response on time. Unfortunately, the system did not highlight
that the messages had not been sent and so this was not picked up immediately. The problem has
now been resolved by Strata but we have not received feedback in terms of what the cause of the
issue was.
Days taken to process new Housing Benefit claims - The number of days taken to process
new claims has reduced slightly from days taken in October and November as we have been
focussing on clearing the outstanding work.
We are still experiencing a high amount of work coming into the team. For example, we have
received over a 1000 pieces of work per week from our customers and the Department for Works
and Pensions since week commencing 19.10.2020. (This does not include work from Test and
Trace, hardship requests due to Covid-19 or the Housing Benefit award accuracy).
A proportion of this work relates to new claims: latest quarterly figures show there has been an
8.35% increase in working age claims since September 2020.
We are continuing to focus our efforts on processing new applications as quickly as possible.
However, the number of days taken to process applications are unlikely to reduce significantly in
January due to:




the Christmas closure
the amount of work we have returned to and
the latest lockdown.

We are also entering into our end of year processes where we traditionally receive more work that
needs to be dealt with before our systems can be updated for the new financial year.
3. Further details of the progress of our performance indicators can be found in appendix A.
4. Website statistics - from 1 October 2020 to 31 December 2020
 338,234 visits to our website (206,009 more than the same period last year)
 899,821 page views
 222,967 unique visitors
 52,324 returning visitors
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49.84% bounce rate (the percentage of visitors to our website who navigate away from the
site after viewing only one page)

5. The download statistics for the East Devon app up to 30th December are as follows:




Android: 6,230
iOS: 19.130
Total: 25,360 (up 505 on last quarter)
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PIs report 20/21
Quarterly report for 2020/2021
Arranged by Aims
Filtered by Flag: Include: Quarterly
Key to Performance Status:
Performance
Indicators:

No Data

Concern

Variation

Achieved

Excellent

Key to change on same period in previous year:
é

+

Improved Performance

Higher figures are
better

-

ê

Worse Performance

Key to +/- Column:
Lower figures are
better

OFF

çè

Unchanged

Direction cannot be
determined

* indicates that an entity is linked to the Aim by its parent Service
PIs report 20/21
Priority: Encouraging communities to be outstanding
Performance Indicators
Title

+/-

Number of
households living
in temporary
accommodation
Management Notes:
(Quarter 1 - 3)

Prev Year
End

Current
Target

Q1
Act

Q2
Act

Q3
Act

44

30 (3/4)

50

40

52

Q4 Improvement Responsible
Act
Officer
ê
Andrew Mitchell

As a snapshot as of 31.12.20 there are 52 households in temporary accommodation, made up as follows:
33 in emergency accommodation-B&B or holiday lets (19xsingles and 14xfamilies)
8 in supported accommodation (Gissage House)
12 in EDDC sock (4xfamilies and 1xsingle in EDDC properties, 7 singles in HMO)
1 family in a private sector lease property
The overall figure includes rough sleepers accommodated under a power (3) and rough sleepers
accommodated under severe weather provisions (SWEP)
(JA)
NI155 Number of
+
affordable homes
delivered (gross)
(LAA)
Management Notes:

247 (3/4)

75 (3/4)

19

59

111

ê

Amy GilbertJeans

Priority: Developing an outstanding local economy

Printed by: Jo Avery

SPAR.net
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PIs report 20/21
Priority: Developing an outstanding local economy
Performance Indicators
Title

+/-

Prev
Year
End

Current
Target

Q1
Act

Q2
Act

Q3
Act

Q4 Improvement Responsible
Act
Officer

Creditor Days - %
+
of invoices paid in
10 working days
Management Notes:

89

95.00 93.96 88.36 91.26
(9/12)

é

Mark Worth

Creditor days - %
+
of invoices paid
within 30 days
Management Notes:

96

99.00 98.99 95.67 98.04
(9/12)

é

Mark Worth

Priority: Delivering and promoting our outstanding environment
Performance Indicators
Title

+/- Prev Year
End

NI191 Residual
household waste
in kg per
household
Management Notes:

60

NI192 Percentage
+
of Household
waste sent for
reuse, recycling
and composting
Management Notes:

59

Percentage of
municipal waste
for disposal
(incineration and
landfill)
Management Notes:

41

Current
Target

50 (3/4)

Q1
Act

Q2
Act

Q3
Act

Q4 Improvement Responsible
Act
Officer
ê
Lorraine Tolman

67

66

63

60

62

61

çè

Lorraine Tolman

40

38

39

çè

Lorraine Tolman

Priority: Continuously improving to be an outstanding council
Performance Indicators
Title
Working days lost
due to sickness
absence
Management Notes:
(January)
Printed by: Jo Avery

+/-

Prev Year Current
End Target
8.70

7.08
(10/12)

Q1
Act

Q2
Act

1.64

4.09

SPAR.net
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Q3 Q4 Improvement Responsible
Act Act
Officer
ê
7.17
Sarah Vincent
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PIs report 20/21
Priority: Continuously improving to be an outstanding council
Performance Indicators
Title

+/-

Prev Year Current
End Target

Q1
Act

Q2
Act

Q3 Q4 Improvement Responsible
Act Act
Officer

A full report evaluating the sickness data for this year will be produced in April. Well being advice and
wellness courses being promoted through weekly staff communications.
(JA)
Percentage of
+
Council Tax
Collected
Management Notes:

98.69

85.12 28.83 56.45 84.65
(9/12)

ê

Melissa Clode

Percentage of Non- +
domestic Rates
Collected
Management Notes:

97.91

84.09 22.65 54.02 78.82
(9/12)

ê

Melissa Clode

Percentage of
planning appeal
decisions allowed
against the
authority's
decision to refuse
Management Notes:

25.0

30.00 30.10 24.00 32.30
(10/12)

ê

Bob Capon

Percentage of
+
Stage 2 complaints
responded to
within stated
timeframes
Management Notes:
(Quarter 3)

78

ê

Kate
Symington

100
(3/4)

89

89

75

This relates to three complaints exceeding deadline during a very busy period. The reason for delay is down
to workload on the part of the information and complaints team and also other service areas whose
contribution was needed in order to respond to complaints. Where a complaint cannot be responded to
within deadline, we communicate with complainants to explain the reason for delay and provide an
expected response timescale.
(KS)
% of minutes and
+
audio from council
meetings uploaded
together within 5
working days
Management Notes:

100

100
(3/4)

100

100

100

çè

Percentage of FOI +
responded to
within the statutory
timelimits

99

100
(3/4)

99

100

88

ê

Management Notes:
(Quarter 3)
Printed by: Jo Avery

SPAR.net
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Susan Howl

Kate
Symington
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PIs report 20/21
Priority: Continuously improving to be an outstanding council
Performance Indicators
Title

+/-

Prev Year Current
End Target

Q1
Act

Q2
Act

Q3 Q4 Improvement Responsible
Act Act
Officer

During this period there was a problem with the lagan system and the auto email function which meant that,
although our responses were sent within time limits, the system did not actually send the emails and so
some recipients will not have received their response on time. Unfortunately, the system did not highlight
that the messages had not been sent and so this was not picked up immediately. The problem has now
been resolved by Strata but we have not received feedback in terms of what the cause of the issue was.
(KS)
Percentage of
+
‘higher risk’
licensed premises
inspected annually
Management Notes:
(Quarter 3)

134

0

0

0

ê

Stephen
Saunders

The continued restrictions for licensed premises together with the ongoing risk posed by Covid19 to
licensing staff has prevented the usual visits and inspections to those premises over the previous period.
Compliance of licensing laws continues on the basis of partnership working with other agencies, particularly
the police. The police have provided specific frontline staff for this purpose over the last quarter and linking
in with Councils.
(SS)
Number of taxi
+
vehicle licence
complaint
investigations
Management Notes:
(Quarter 3)

29

0

0

0

ê

Stephen
Saunders

Due to Covid-19 situation with less use of taxis, there have been no complaints received over previous
period.
(SS)
Total average
+
headcount
(quarterly total)
Management Notes:

460

459

496

456

ê

Sarah Vincent

Cumulative Staff
Turnover as a
percentage of all
staff (voluntary
leavers)
Management Notes:

6.51

3

5

6

ê

Sarah Vincent

Capability at point +
of contact for
Benefits
Management Notes:

38 (3/4)

52

22

32

ê

Melissa Clode

Printed by: Jo Avery
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PIs report 20/21
Priority: Continuously improving to be an outstanding council
Performance Indicators
Title

+/-

Prev Year Current
End Target

Q1
Act

Q2
Act

Q3 Q4 Improvement Responsible
Act Act
Officer

% of residents who +
pay their Council
Tax by Direct Debit
Management Notes:

80

80

81

81

é

Melissa Clode

Number of Level 2 +
complaints (year to
date)
Management Notes:

36

9

18

30

é

Kate
Symington

Number of
+
Freedom of
Information
Requests (year to
date)
Management Notes:

494

82

221

342

ê

Kate
Symington

Days taken to
process new
Housing Benefit
claims
Management Notes:
(January)

10.96

13.00 16.36 15.43 16.07
(10/12)

ê

Melissa Clode

The number of days taken to process new claims has reduced slightly from days taken in October and
November as we have been focussing on clearing the outstanding work.
We are still experiencing a high amount of work coming into the team. For example, we have received over
a 1000 pieces of work per week from our customers and the Department for Works and Pensions since
week commencing 19.10.2020. (This does not include work from Test and Trace, hardship requests due to
Covid-19 or the Housing Benefit award accuracy).
A proportion of this work relates to new claims: latest quarterly figures show there has been an 8.35%
increase in working age claims since September 2020.
We are continuing to focus our efforts on processing new applications as quickly as possible. However, the
number of days taken to process applications are unlikely to reduce significantly in January due to:
l
l
l

the Christmas closure
the amount of work we have returned to and
the latest lockdown.

We are also entering into our end of year processes where we traditionally receive more work that needs to
be dealt with before our systems can be updated for the new financial year.
(JA)
Days taken to
process changes
to Housing Benefit
claims
Printed by: Jo Avery

-

3.36

5.50
(10/12)

4.62

SPAR.net
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4.94

5.31

ê

Melissa Clode
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Priority: Continuously improving to be an outstanding council
Performance Indicators
Title

+/-

Prev Year Current
End Target

Q1
Act

Q2
Act

Q3 Q4 Improvement Responsible
Act Act
Officer

Days taken to
process local land
charges property
searches
Management Notes:

4

3

8

9

ê

Nick Wright

Missed bin
+
collections per
1000 households
Management Notes:

23

25

39

23

é

Lorraine
Tolman

NI157b Percentage +
of Minor planning
applications
determined within
8 weeks
Management Notes:

73.88

65.00 86.71 76.54 72.93
(3/4)

ê

Nick Wright

NI157c Percentage +
of Other planning
applications
determined within
8 weeks
Management Notes:

79.94

80.00 70.75 72.14 73.80
(3/4)

ê

Nick Wright

Proportion of
outstanding debt
that is more than
90 days old from
date of invoice
Management Notes:

47.62 (10/12)

44.40 50.05

ê

Libby Jarrett

Management Notes:
5 (3/4)

Not linked to any aims
Performance Indicators
Title

+/- Prev Year
End

Number of
+
redundancies (year
to date)
Management Notes:

Printed by: Jo Avery

1

Current
Target

Q1
Act

Q2
Act

Q3
Act

1

1

1

SPAR.net
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Q4 Improvement Responsible
Act
Officer
çè
Sarah Vincent
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Agenda Item 9
Proposal form for items for consideration by
Scrutiny Committee
Submitted by: Cllr Maddy Chapman
Date submitted: 13/02/2021
Item for Consideration: The Production of the Local Plan 2013-31 and Goodmores Farm
Expected outcome (i.e. new policy, new action, new partnership, review and/or scrutinise the performance
of other public bodies or of the Council in relation to its policy objectives, performance targets and/or
particular service areas):

Priority for matter to be considered (please tick):
High (up to 3 months)

X

Medium (3 to 6 months)
Low (over 9 months)

Basis on which priority has been set:
The suggested item should be included in future programme(s) because: (please tick as appropriate)
a) It is a district level function over which the district has some control

x

b) It is a recently introduced policy, service area of activity which would be timely to review

x

c) It is a policy which has been running for some time and is due for review

x

d) It is a major proposal for change
e) It is an issue raised via complaints received

x

f) It is an area of public concern

x

g) It is an area of poor performance
h) It would be of benefit to residents of the district
Which of the Council’s objectives does the issue address?:
Outstanding Homes & Communities
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x

Is there a deadline for the Council to make a decision? (If so, when and why?): No, but lessons learned will
impact on the new emerging Local Plan.

Members are requested to provide information on the following:What do you wish to achieve from the review?:
Councillors and residents wish to know how a primary school was allowed to be added to the Goodmores
Farm and Exmouth Town Council's Local Plan and who was consulted on this.
Are the desired outcomes likely to be achievable? Yes
Will it change/increase efficiency and cost effectiveness? Not relevant, it is about local democracy and
meaningful consultation
Additional information – an explanatory sentence or paragraph to be provided below to support each box
which has been ticked:
a, b and c are self-explanatory.
e and f - I have had many complaints from residents over the past five years about how their wishes from
the three public meetings held in 2014 were not implemented (and there was no evidence that they were
even considered.
h. The right community infrastructure in the right place is of key concern and benefit to residents.
Please can you return the completed form to Democratic Services via email to
democraticservices@eastdevon.gov.uk.

MONITORING OFFICER COMMENTS
Members may recall similar discussions in 2016 around the inclusion of the Sidford Employment site in the
Local Plan. A report was brought to the Scrutiny on 7th July 2016 detailing the evolution of the Local Plan as
it related to that site (see section 5 of the report). While a similar analysis could be undertaken in relation to
Goodmore’s Farm the comments in section 6 of the report ought to be borne in mind by the Committee. In
particular it should be noted that it says ‘the role of the Scrutiny committee is not to comment on the merits
or otherwise of a site allocation – that is not permitted under the constitution. It can look at the process of
how the local plan was shaped, but it is clear from the long timeframe of production of the draft Local Plan
through to Examination and then final adoption that there have been many opportunities to comment on the
provisions of the draft Local Plan, and that Members on both Development Management and Overview and
indeed collectively as a full Council supported the adoption of the Local Plan.’

Date: 24 February 2021
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Proposal form for items for consideration by
Scrutiny Committee
Submitted by: Cllr Paul Millar
Date submitted: 23/02/2021
Item for Consideration: Implementation of the Playing Pitch Strategy 2015 Review
Expected outcome (i.e. new policy, new action, new partnership, review and/or scrutinise the performance
of other public bodies or of the Council in relation to its policy objectives, performance targets and/or
particular service areas):
Review and scrutinise the performance of the Council in relation to its policy objectives, performance
targets; which will inform a new strategy.

Priority for matter to be considered (please tick):
High (up to 3 months)

X

Medium (3 to 6 months)
Low (over 9 months)

Basis on which priority has been set:
The suggested item should be included in future programme(s) because: (please tick as appropriate)
a) It is a district level function over which the district has some control

x

b) It is a recently introduced policy, service area of activity which would be timely to review

x

c) It is a policy which has been running for some time and is due for review

x

d) It is a major proposal for change
e) It is an issue raised via complaints received

x

f) It is an area of public concern

x

g) It is an area of poor performance

x

h) It would be of benefit to residents of the district

x

Which of the Council’s objectives does the issue address?:
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Outstanding Place and Environment, Outstanding Homes & Communities, Outstanding level of economic
growth, productivity and propserity

Is there a deadline for the Council to make a decision? (If so, when and why?): Yes, the new Playing Pitch
Strategy is now being developed and learning lessons from the previous strategy is vital. The sooner the
lessons are learned, the sooner they can be considered as part of thenew strategy.

Members are requested to provide information on the following:What do you wish to achieve from the review?:
A better Playing Pitch Strategy which is properly implemented and where decisions are made according to
the strategy not against it.
Are the desired outcomes likely to be achievable? Yes
Will it change/increase efficiency and cost effectiveness? Yes
Additional information – an explanatory sentence or paragraph to be provided below to support each box
which has been ticked:
a, b, c and h are self-explanatory.
e, f and g- Exmouth forms a major part of the playing pitch strategy and yet it has taken five years the
forfeiture of a former tenant to put one of the playing pitches - Warren View - out to tender, and no evidence
of any focus on maintaining the pitches. Three usable playing pitches have now become one due to a
failure of the Council to maintain and invest in them between 2015-2019.
In addition, it is concerning that at Brixington Park, an informal 11-a-side playing pitch was saved by Cllr
Chapman and myself in terms of proposals for the site where officers had planned to install a concrete Multi
Use Games Area in the middle of the field.
It was stated in a report to the Strategic Planning Committee on the date of submission of this form that
"the previous Playing Pitch Strategy, from 2015, addressed playing pitch supply and need for [football,
rugby union, cricket and hockey]”
However, the evidence suggests that in some areas we have been moving backwards. Indeed, due to the
loss of playing fields at Rolle College, in Exmouth (added to the Warren View situation), we have fewer
playing pitches than we had 10 years ago.
Therefore, a task-and-finish Scrutiny review (holding a number of Member meetings, not open to the public)
will establish why this was allowed to happen, with a view of ensuring that officers seek to implement our
Playing Pitch Strategy and where possible a situation prevailing of perfectly usable playing pitches to fall
into dereliction, when the objective should be the direct opposite, to maximise their uses.
There may be consideration of the introduction of key performance indicators during the strategy to ensure
the strategy stays on track.

Please can you return the completed form to Democratic Services via email to
democraticservices@eastdevon.gov.uk.

MONITORING OFFICER COMMENTS
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It is perfectly permissible for this matter to be subject to scrutiny for the reasons given. It will be for Scrutiny
to decide whether it is necessary to look at this by way of a TaFF or whether it can simply dealt with
through the ongoing work programme of the Committee. Timings need to be considered to ensure that
outcomes can feed into the work of delivering the new Strategy.

Date: 24.2.21
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